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Dollars Want Me
The New Road To Opulence
BY HENRY HARRISON BROWN
WE HAVE JUST PUT OUT A NEW EDITION OF THIS POPULAR LITTLE
BOOK. FROM ALL CLASSES THERE COMES FOB IT NOTHING BUT PRAISE.

IF YOU HAVE IT NOT, THEN YOU MISS THE GREATEST HELP THAT CAN
BE FOUND IN LIKE SPACE AT SMALL PRICE. THERE IS NO EQUAL BOOK

FOR THE ONE WHO IS ANXIOUS OR WHO WORRIES OVER THE FUTURE.

“THE BEST FINANCIAL TREATISE THAT HAS APPEARED FOR ONE
HUNDRED YEARS,” WRITES A NEW YORK BANKER.
IT IS USED AS A TEXT-BOOK IN SOME FIRM-CLASS WORK. IT IS

ONLY TEN CENTS. IS WORTH TEN DOLLARS. TEN DOLLARS EXPENDED
FOR OTHER LITERATURE WILL NOT BRING THE POWER OF FINANCIAL

VICTORY THIS WILL.
SENT POSTPAID FROM THIS OFFICE FOR TEN CENTS

How to Control Fate Through Suggestion
THIS IS MR. BROWN’S FIRST BOOK AND IT HAS NEVER LOST ITS
POPULARITY. THE PRINCIPLE OF SUGGESTION HAS NEVER BY ANY

OTHER AUTHOR BEEN MADE SO PLAIN AND PRACTICAL. MANY PER
SONS KEEP IT BY THEM AS A TEXT-BOOK OF LIFE.

SENT POSTPAID FOR 25 CENTS. A CATALOGUE OF OUR BOOKS SENT

UPON REQUEST.

“NOW” FOLK
GLENWOOD

SANTA CRUZ MOUNTAINS

CALIFORNIA
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CONCENTRATION:The Road to Success
Pp. 120, Paper 50c, Cloth $1.00
This book of Henry Harrison Brown’s was first published in 1907.
Already nearly 10,000 copies have been sold. There is not among
all the New Thought literature one that is better adapted to the gen
eral NEED than this. The testimony is universal among those who
have purchased that,
IT IS THE MOST PRACTICAL BOOK UPON THE SUBJECT YET IN
THE MARKET

HERE ARE TITLES OF SOME OF ITS CHAPTERS:

Concentration.

Paying Attention.

Some Channels of Waste

“I Am Lifel”

How Shall I concentrate?

The Will.

Habits.

“In the Silence.”

Compensations.

With Eyes, See Not.

The Ideal.

Prayer.

Desire Versus Wish.

Mental Poise.

Methods.

Directions.

How To Do It.

Practical Suggestions.

Special Desires.

The One Rule.

Love.

./

'! . f

Methods of Others.

No Ill Health, or Unhappiness, or Poverty, has he who follows the principles laid down in this book. Read it and you will wish
all Mr. Brown’s books. If you don’t wish to fall in Love with Truth,
don’t send for it to,

“NOW” FOLK
GLENWOOD

CALIFORNIA
Digitized by
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Mail Correspondence Courses
“NOW” Folk publish for the beneht of verse and his fellows; vibration; the nervous
those who cannot have Mr. Brown’s personal system, philosophy of suggestion; the law;
instructions, THREE MAIL, COURSES. One subject and operator, their relations; hew to
in "Suggestion” and one in the application of
give, maintain, and remove a suggestion;
this Law of Suggestion to Life, called “The condition of hypnosis, its relation to sleep;
Art of Living.” Each course consists of 25
concentration; relations of age, occupation,
lessons. The Course in “Suggestion” unfolds temperament, diseases, etc., to suggestivity;
the ever-present Law of Suggestion and stages of hymnosis; physiology of suggestion;
teaches the art of applying it. A solid foun how to use suggestion in inhibition of pain,
dation or starting point is given. It takes up inn cure of bad habits, in training of children,
every phase of psychic development and gives
in business, in education, reform, and in one’s
the knowledge that unlocks the powers of the own development
Soul. It deals with basic principles; man
The third Course is “Psychometry.” 12
as an ego; man and his relation to the uni Lessons. The only one extant

MAIL COURSE IN

“THE ART OF LIVING”
This Course is a condensation of the Course
in Suggestion and is what it claims to be i. e.
The key to Healing and Self-Development in
all Spiritual Gifts. It is a purely scientific ap
plication of the Principles underlying the sys
tems of “Mental,” “Divine” and “Christian”
Science, “The Emanuel Movement” and all
other schools of Metaphysics. It practically
covers the fundamental principles of science,
the law of physics, and the dual manifestations
of the one substance known as matter and
mind. It deals with Vibration, Sensation, Sug
gestion, Personal Magnetism, Thought as a
form of Energy, Telepathy, Clairvoyance, Men
tal Healing, How to be and to keep well, The
healing power of Thought, Self-protection as
sensitives, How to cultivate self-protection,
Psychometry, Inspiration, etc., etc.
This Course includes 25 lessons, each bound
separately, and may be ordered one at a time

at 50 cents each, or $10 cash for the entire
course. These lessons are the very best ever
put out; you will agree with us when you
see any one of them.
With each lesson the student may have a let
ter from Mr. Brown. The entire Course con
sists of 25 lessons and 25 letters.
The “Course in Suggestion” is put up in same
form and at same price and is the best and
simplest teaching on the much misunderstood
subject of Hypendion yet printed.
The course in Psychometry consist of 12 les
sons, double the size of the others, but at
same price. Two experiments go with each
lesson. This is the first and only Mail Course
in this Art extant. Mr. Brown considers him
self a Master in this Art and the Course is
invaluable to those who by previous training
are ready for it. Address:

“NOW” FOLK
GLENWOOD

....
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A Journal of Affirmation
Are You Aware of the Value of This Journal?
Every number contains thoughts that are LIVE WIRES in the Mental
Atmosphere

Every Editorial Is
A TONIC FOR HEALTH;
AN INSPIRATION TO SUCCESS;
AN INCENTIVE FOR PROSPERITY.
NOW is a Mental Medicine Case for Every Ill Flesh is Supposed to be
Heir to.
Take one of its Good Luck Pills, when you are down.

One of its Prosperity Powders, when business looks bad.
A few Faith Drops, when unhappy and
A Spoonful of its Grit when you need courage.
During the year you will find your special case diagnosed and at
tended to. There is no other magazine like it in the world.
NO THEOLOGY!
NO FAD.'
NO MYSTICISM!
NO SENTIMENTALITY!
_____
NO RELIANCE UPON AUTHORITY!
SCIENTIFIC,
PHILOSOPHIC,
PRACTICAL,
INDEPENDENT,
SOUND WHEN TESTED BY UP-TO-DATE- STANDARDS
ITS THOUGHT IS CONCENTRATED

AFFIRMATIONS FOR EVERY CONDITION IN LIFE
Every reader knows what NOW stands for. Nothing allowed in its

pages that does not emphasize the Dignity of the Human Soul and the
Responsibility of the Individual to be True to his Convictions of right,
despite what the world may think, say or do.
Here is its basic Affirmation—I AM SPIRIT AND MAY CON
SCIOUSLY LIVE THE IMMORTAL LIFE....... HERE........ AND

.... NOW.

_____

Henry Harrison Brown, Editor and Proprietor, to whom all communi
cations should be addressed.
SEND $1 TO HIM AND GET ACQUAINTED WITH "NOW” DURING
ONE YEAR.

859 HAIGHT ST., SAN FRANCISCO. CALIF., OR GLENWOOD. SANTA
CRUZ MTS., CALIFORNIA.
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SUCCESS
And How Won Through Affirmation
THIS IS

HENRY HARRIS0N BROWN’S LATEST BOOK
A lithograph of Mr. Brown taken from his latest photograph faces the title page.

It contains the wisdom born of his long experience covering business,
civil and military life, pulpit, newspaper and platform work, as well as
experience of over forty years in Mental Science, as teacher and prac
titioner. He has learned human needs, human weaknesses; hav
ing been able orally to help, now puts in printed pages that same advice
and cheer. Written in simplest style, and yet forcible, it conveys the
greatest possible wisdom for all who court Success. Thousands just
miss Success for want of the stimulus to be found here. As an editor
Mr. Brown has learned to “boil down” his language, so as to tell die
most in fewest words.
It is a book for daily companionship. One to be carried in pocket
for meditation in hours of leisure. Of his other books many have writ
ten that they so carry and use them. This is a fitting continuation of
“How To Control Fate” and “Concentration.” One friend said of it—
“A grown up edition of ‘Dollars Want Me’!”
Here are titles of its sections. Is it not a promising list ?
Sect. i. Faith in Self.
8. Dare and Do!
2. The Ideal.
9. Hold Fast, and L
3. What is My Ideal?
19. Silence.
4. I Can!
11. The Dollar Side.
5. Health.
12. The Test.
6. Do Right.
13. Purpose of Life.
7. Reputation.
14. Resume.
Interposed between the Sections are valuable quotations from
many sources, suitable for memorising, and meditation.
It is a book of ioo pages. Paper covered. Price, Fifty cents.
ADDRESS:

“NOW” FOLK
GLENWOOD, SANTA CRUZ COUNTY, CALIFORNIA
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From all Life's grapes 1 press sweet
Wine«
—Hwy Harrison Brown,

NOW

A JOURNAL OF AFFIRMATION
VOL. X_______________ SEPTEMBER 1913
BY

OBEDIENCE

WE

COMMAND
—Emaraon

That which I want, O, Father, give I
I faint with mad desire!
Without this thing I cannot live!
Want, is a consuming fire.
Thine is the power! O give me this!
Grant O, Go<f my dearest wish!
My will be done!

I dream by night; I sigh by day;
With fears my eyes are wet;
I'm crushed beneath my passion’s sway;
I will not this wish forget!
In agony once more I cry!
In thought toward my desire I fly!
My will be done!
My spirit thirsts! Weary, I faint!
Through lack of faith I fail!
Like sinking Peter is my plaint,
"Lord save!” In fear 1 quail!
I yield my will. I’ll gladly take
Whate’er Thou wilt! All fetters break!
Thy will be done!
Peaceful now like gull cn wave
1 rest! My will is one with His!
O, constant is the power to save!
In Unity is bliss!
We’re one whenever I obey!
Love, through Faith, has won the day!
Our will be done.

HENRY HARRISON BROWN

Life is a leaf of paper white
Whereon each one of us may write
His word or two, and then comes night.
Greatly begin! Though thou have time
But for a line, be that sublime—
Not failure but low aim is crime.
—James Russell Lowen.

A MIGHTY DEFINITION.

The thinker looks for God in the direc
tion of consciousness; the Churchnv’n
out of it. If von ask the thinker for his
definition of God he would answer.
"My Possibility!" For His definition
of Man:—'‘Mv Actmlity!"
—Emerson's “Journals.’’

_____________ No.9

GOD KNOWN ONLY AS MOTION.

Existence is divided by Consciousness,
into the Me and the Non-me. But that
division is not a Reality. It is simply
the distinction between what 1 know of
myself and that which I do not know.
I recently found this expression from
Prof. Elmer Gates: "Our mentation is
most largely the result of the operation
of the Cosmic Whole upon us!”
The L'universe is ltseli individisble. It
expresses Itself through organisms.
Through these multitudinous forms it is
growing toward a consciousness of It
self.
The Whole becomes conscious of Itself
only through the human. So that each
person is the Whole learning of Itself.
What I know of my Self, is this con
scious personality. I, as Henry Har
rison, am that of which I am conscious:
but that which is below my conscious
ness is that of my-Sclf which I do not
know. The Real is the Cosmic Whole.
The conscious I, is that which the
Whole I knows of Itself. The Whole,
the Real I, is constant and unchang
able. The Personal I, the conscious 1,
is ever changing, is ever growing into
larger consciousness of Itself. The area
of consciousness is constantly expand
ing. and there is a correspondent les
sening of the area of the Non-me. Giv
en eternity, and the whole of the Cosmic
Whole will have become absorbed into
the consciousness of the individual, In
this conception we have the necessitated
immortality of individuality. I am I
forever. I am constantly expanding my
indhidual area into the area of the In-
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Call this God: then call this Soul:
And both the only facts for me
—Browning.

finite; gradually becoming more con
scious of my Divinity, my Infinity, my
Immortality. This is the whole sub
conscious trend of the process of evolu
tion.
But the process of this unfolding con
sciousness is identical with the process
through which the Whole—the One—
God, if you prefer the term,—has fol
lowed from earliest organism, toward
the physical ultimate which is Man.
That process when we look down upon
it from our height of present unfoldment, is like a road we travel up a
mountain. We call the cosmic road—
EVOLUTION.
“All life is a flowing’’ says Emerson.
“Our life is a stream whose source is
hidden I” But it is equally true of not
only all lfe, but of all manifestations of
the Cosmos. A flowing. “Hidden?"
Where? Our only answer is “In the
Subconscious Whole.” Hidden then I
am for I am the Whole. A flowing in
and through the individual conscious
ness outward. That which I call my
conscious self is but the record tliat is
made upon consciousness by the flow,
even as the canyon of the Colorado is
a record upon the earth of its million
years’ flowing. Memory wc call that
record. Memory is the conscious par.
of the Infinite I that lies under my sei t
as consciousness.
What awakens conscousness. What do
I remember ?
What comes before
thinking?
Before I think, I feel. Sensation is the
primary unit of consciousness. All I
know is that which I feel, and to know
that I feel. There are millions of sen
sations that I don’t know, because I do
not recognize them. My definition of
Psychometry is “The recogniztion of
sensations not recognized by the five
senses.’’ My ability to recognize is the

development which Mind brings up
from its experience in lower forms in
the Cosmic Whole, of its expression as
plant and animal. As long as I sense
only on the physical plane I am not yet
manifesting any purely human trait. As
soon as I recognize a sensation which is
not an animal sensation, as soon as I
perceive something in some way that
transcends the physical senses I am en
tering as Mind—as God—upon a new
career. This is begun as soon as a child
says 1 think. The moment I think so as to
consciously distinguish myself from that
which is not myself, I have begun an
upward progress, and this is a proph
ecy that I shall express something no
organism below the human has ex
pressed.
From Sensation all our thought pro
ceeds, and from Sensation, during all
eternity I shall never be free. As soon
as I cease to feel, will I, like a drop of
water falling into the ocean, lose my
identity, and become one with the Cos
mic Whole. Will be reabsorbed in God.
Will lose my individuality.
The ME is FEELING, and conscious
ness of Self consists in the process of
transmitting feeling into Thought. Sen
sation I possess in common with all
forms of animal organisms. Probably
Sensation is a development of a similar
condition in plant, and is probably iden
tical in Principle with the quivering of
the metal when struck with a hammer.
But what strikes? What causes sensa
tion? For we are never to forget that
we are, in all phases of consciousness
but effects of Cause. What causes sen
sation. The early answer was — God,
and correctly so if God stands for
Cause. But what means does he use?
The Me is my Self. What is the Nonme? The Power within all phenomena.
That Power we recognize through feel-
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Henceforth 1 seek not good fortune:
1 am good fortune.
— Walt Whitman.

ing. The rock trembles when struck
with hammer, so does man in body
tremble when hit with the vibrations
that impinge upon any one of the sense
organs. He then says "I feel. ’ But
there are millions of vibrations he does
not consciously feel because the range
of the senses is limited. But since
these vibrations are, they must cause a
responsive vihration in the Soul. W hen
a person is so developed that he can
sense any of these hner sensations he
will have expanded his worlu to that de
gree and will liave begun to live on that
plane of life which transcends the sens
es; that plane of consciousness of him
self as Spirit; a Conscious Being which
is not body but which uses body as
a means of knowing itself. This
knowledge is born of nis response to
new octaves in the infinite scale of sen
sation.
Forever am I sensation, but I am rising
ever through the recognition of new
sensations. Since that scale is infinite,
in order to know myself 1 shall be all
eternity m becoming acquainted with my
Self this way.
Let it always be remembered that all
there is to Self-consciousness is this
recognition of feeling. All there is to
individuality is the translation of feel
ing into thought. 1 am as Reality
Feeling; as an
individual I am
Thought. Hence the affirmation — I
AM THAT WHICH I THINK.
But while I am feeling, the Me being
simply a conscious reaction to the Nonme, what is this Non-me, which is not
my Self? It is all of my Self of which
I am not conscious. All I do not know
of Reality; all I do not know of God.
How do I know what I do know?
Tiirough sensation. What causes sen
sation ? Motion in various degrees of
intensity. Motions vary in pitch. It

follows that all I know of God is that
which He or IT manifests to me in sen
sation through Motion. What IT IS,
I can know only as I feel. 1
may translate feeling into thought,
but then thought is Myself. I
may speculate as to what IT is, may
build in mind an image, or form a con
cept, but that also is mv-self. 1 may as
well now as at any time in my career,
admit that all 1 can know is myself, for
1 am, in the Sub-conscious Reality, the
ALL-that-is-in ALL. I am the Whole,
learning to know Itself through Sensa
tion and Thought. Through the study
of Motion, 1 am coming nearer to God,
and learning of IT as Cause. Am re
alizing that the Conscious Self is an ef
fect. When I study myself as second
ary Cause, using consciously through
choice the same Motions, then the
world is seen as Effect of my Thought.
“Man is always throwing his praise oi
blame on events, and does not see that
he only is rbal, and the world his mir
ror and echo."—(Emerson in "Sover
eignity of Ethics.")
Science is learning of the Power that is
Cause of all the phenomena, but until
that phenomena is felt it does not exist
to the investigator for phenomena is
only recognized Feeling, and thus ex
ists only to the one that feels. Science
through instruments is enlarging the
range of sense-feeling and by the same
process enlarging the range of Think
ing, only so far as he does not stop
merely with perception and reporting
but docs also translate what he feels into
ideas. Science does not speculate; it
reports.
The Thinker follows the
Teller. From Thought arises Phil
osophy in various forms. Philoso
phy is seeking for Cause through the
human prerogative of Reason. Man is
the only individual through which God
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The deeper I drink of the cup of
Life the sweeter it grows.
—Julia War i How.

does reason. “He who is once admit
ted to the right of reason, is made a
freeman of the whole estate,” says Em
erson. The WHOLE is opened to me
through my ability to reason. The on
ly limit to my travels in thought
throughout the universe isjny inability
to Reason. But what is reason? I can
not here say more than it is simply
changing one form of motion for an
other just as Thought is changing Mo
tion from Sensation to itself, as sensa
tion has been changed from life. Lne
is a higher form of that same Universal
Motion that is manifest as cohesion and
gravity. ALL IS MOTION.
1 as an individual am Motion in all its
infinite varieties and in learning myself
I am learning of what motions 1 am
conscious. And also learning of God be
cause I am learning through what forms
of Motion I cause my sensations. God
is the One in all Motion. I as sensation
and It as Motion are the two factors of
Consciousness, and both are one as Ef
fect and Cause. Which is the most im
portant to me as an individual con
sciousness? Effect for I can only rec
ognize Motion and learn to use Motion.
The Cause behind I can never know.
Non-me has been given the precedence.
“I and the Father are One.” said Jesus
and the Father has been in ordinary
thought the important One. But I AM
the Father knowing Itself. I am the
Father thinking, reasoning, manifesting.
1 am the chancing one. The Father is
fixed and stable. Since the Father has
always existed as the Absolute and
could not know Itself until It had devel
oped Itself to Man. it follows that I am
the one that is to me important. I am
to express, I am to love my Self, and
to recognize my Self as the One. God
in me is more important to Itself and
to me than all that is without me. IT did

all it could without a brain. In the ME
IT has a brain and can unfold conscious
ly along lines of Infinite possibility. For
with bensation, Thought, Love and
Reason, as Alan, God has limitless evo
lution. In NOW philosophy the Me is
of most importance. To the Me all
Aon-iue is subject, as fast as the Me
uevtiops into consciousness of Itself as
the One.
God is to the Me simply external stim
uli through Motion. When 1 learn to
recognize, and use, a new form of Mo
tion 1 am bringing the Real Self into a
larger consciousness of Itself as the
One and am carrying onward the pro
cess of Evolution which began when
first the Absolute moved within Itself.
Ghat is the Primal Motion? is the
question that is now puzzling science.
For a long lime it was supposed to be
the atom. Now it is imagined, logically
l.om assumed premises, to be the ion.
But ions cannot be unless they are di
visible into something smaller. There
must be in reasoning "a beginning.”
But none can be in reality. There must
be to reason, a primal unit, but there
can be none to Reality. God is the
Primal Unit, and all that Unit is pres
ent at all times, in all places and in each
event. All is a manifestation of this
Primal One.
Much nearer to God is he who affirms—
ALL IS MOTION. When he realizes
that his “Units of Motion” are but vi
brations in the One just as the rock vi
brates when hit, he will realize that he
in Thinking is as near Orignal Cause
and to primary units as he can get.
Edgar L. Larkis, speaking from present
Scientific deductions, says in a late ar
ticle—"Electrons are the smallest bod
ies “/e/iomn.’ if one can use the word
bodies in speaking of them—They are
supposed to be composed entirely of
Digitized by
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To the receptive soul the River of Life
Pauseth not nor is diminished.

133

— Gforge Eliot.

electricity; and it is .supposed tiiat noth
ing else exists.” 1 have emphasized
the words “known” and “supposed” for
1 wish it noted that it is upon supposi
tions that the deductions of science rest.
Further on in his article he says:— It
is now known that a current of electric
ity is a flow of electrons!” "Known
here should be "supposed” for only as
a “flow of electrons” can the present
hypothesis concerning ion and electric
ity be made to fit.
The philosophy born of scientific ex
periments is by most people taken tor
truth, rather than as merely a logical
speculation. Science knows phenomena.
Philosophy speculates and builds an
hypothesis and works upon this suppo
sition until it is developed into a theory.
Beyond theory no philosophy has yet
gone. The popular theory of today is
the atomic one. No theory has ever be
fore answered so many questions and
met with so little antagonism. But is
the Atomic theory, is the undulatory
theory Truth? Insofar as they meet the
requirements of reason—Yes! But I
prophesy that as in case of hundreds of
previous theories, others will supersede
these. Ideals of the Universe come tv.)
for adjustment, to new developments in
the researches of science.
Gradually arc investigators and think
ers coming nearer to the metaphysical
position that all is Mind. As they ap
proach this they are more and more
successful. Any theory is good and
will carry the scientist and inventor
forward, till like the man who verges a
little at first from the right road, and
finds himself at last far out of his
course, so do the followers of any the
ory find the necessity of a readjust
ment.
The theory of atom and ion no doubt is
correct to the degree that it is founded

upon the idea of a center of force in
Force. For experience tells us that on
the sense-plane all force revolves, as do
the cyclones about a center. Attempting
to tell what that center is, and declar
ing that it “is all electricity” or heat, or
any form of force, is an assumption,
that cannot be justified by reason, be
cause one who so affirms looks from his
limited study of some one or some few
forms, of Infinite Motion. Having the
same right to speculative reasoning I
affirm—Primal centers, be they atoms,
ions, or some new unit to be discovered,
arc not any one Mode of Motion but are
Motion, capable of manifesting as any
mode of motion.

The ion is now held to be a sphere re
volving in all possible ways, which is
impossible of conception. I affirm:—
The ion, or the primal unit, is a center
of stillness wherein lies the possibilities
of Omnipotence.
The primal unit is
God's throne!

As the sun is the primal unit in a center
through which all the Energy of the
Universe is flowing, as all the water of
a reservoir is flowing through a pipe; so
through the primal center is Infinite
Energy flowing. These centers are still.
These centers fill all space. No one
ever changes its position in relation to
all others.
It is held in theory that Nature has no
vacuum; that atoms lie as near to each
other as possible. Fill a box with bul
lets, seal it up and then change one
bullet into the place of another if pos
sible. It cannot be done. Any reason
ing upon the ion or the primal unit,
based upon any change of position is
false. The Universe is more solid than
hardest steel. All primary units touch
and there is no vacant space into which
one can be moved. These centers may
have an evolving shell and to that de-
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gree the atomic theory may be correct.
This revolution is the first of the three
motions through which we are learning
of the Non-Me. Next is the vibratory
motion, an outward radiation from
centers. All centers radiate. These ra
diations we study and find in Vibration
the key to the Universe. But there is no
change in location of atom, any more
than there is in the particles of a glass
of gelatine when jarred. A motion
passes from center to center. We also
have the spiral motion as in the nebulae
and the growing plant The spiral is
the union of the outer two.
No relative change among the atoms of
the everlasting screw that carries the
wheat up the elevator and none in its
relative position in the mill. The Uni
verse is sold, fixed, and still. In that
universal Whole which always acts as a
whole—always the ALL-in-the-ALL—
I am merely a center where impinge all
the motions of the One and all the ra
diations of each individual thing in the
Universe. In return I radiate till my
radiations fill the unverse and touch ev
ery individuality. Thus I am the
Whole; vibrating in the Whole.
Through the action of the Non-Me vi
brating upon the Me, I am “Becom
ing”; I am growing into a knowledge
of my Self as the DIVINE WHOLE. I
am absorbing into consciousness, each
day more and more of the Non-Me and
consequently growing larger in that
area which I know as the Me. The
Non-Me is a fixed and unchanging
Something which I am transmuting in
to myself through consciousness of
Truth and Love. I need not therefore
to concern myself with the Non-Me,
with the Absolute, with God. for That,
always is; always is the One and the
Same. All I need is to consider my re

Know thyself.

—Solen.

lations to It, to think of my Self as an
expression of It and to learn how to
become a better conscious channel
through which It can come into a full
er knowledge of Itself. The One m
this union of Cause and Effect that I
am to consider is Myself as an Effect
for Cause is Omnipresent and Omnipo
tent. I am the one that changes, that
unfolds, that enlarges my consciousness
of the Self. 1 am to realize my Real
Self as the Whole, to learn how to
LET that Whole manifest more of It
self. This is the Evolution of the One
into Individuality.
KEEP YOUR PLUCK.

When you acknowledge you’re down and out,
you’re licked
But as long as you swear that you won't give
in—
That you’ll hang-on and bang-on until you
win,
No matter how hard you were cuffed and
kicked
No matter how sarly you faith was tricked—
If you just remember what brought you low
And keep away from the undertow,
It’s only a matter of holding tight
Before you’re back in the big world fight 1
But the man who pines and the man who
whines,
Who skulks away from the skirmish lines,
Who hasn’t the grit to swing and hit,
And slug his way, never counts a bit.
He. isn’t worth bothering over a minute—
ilc’s out of the frame and never was in it.
So long as he keeps a good chest full of
pluck.
—Chicago Tribune.

Truth is simple and will not be antique. Is

ever present and insists on being of this age
and of this minute.—Emerson.
The open secret of the world is the art of sub
liming a private soul with inspiration from
the great and divine Soul from which we
live.—Emerson.
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Trouble,happiness looks for him.
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—Irving RacMot.
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AFFIRMATIONS.
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MINE COMES TO ME.

1 live in a world where 1 must have con
ditions for expression.
1 live in a world of things.
1 need objective conditions to awaken
Soul into Conscious activity.
All these needs are suppled.
1 have all that Soul neeus for its Growth
into consciousness of Itself.
Desire is the Soul's magnet. It always
draws its own.
'through Desire 1 draw whatever of
conditions and things I need.
I accept whatever comes as the best that
can come to me for Soul growth.
All my desires are fulfilled in the one
way of Consciousness of Power to use
things and conditions and to outgrow
the need of them.
Through Recognition I become happy.
All that comes to me I recognize as that
which as Soul 1 draw.
That I may grow to more readily accept
and use, I affirm:—
All is good that comes to me.
All comes because I need the experi
ence.
Ail that comes is the best that can come
at that time and place.
All comes to me because it is my own.
Because I accept all that comes as my
own it works me good.
Whenever I do so accept I am happy.
That happiness may be continuous. I
say of whatever comes:—It is well.
Acceptance and Recognition of Good,
keeps me in harmony with the Divine
Will in me.
All my Desires and Prayers because of
this acceptance are merged in one:—
Thy will be done.

6ECRET8 OF YOUTH

I returned to New York yesterday, after a
six-months’ tour, and it was with joy that I
saw once more the friends who came to see
me.
Among thm was a woman who embraced me
effusively. I was a little cold in replying to
this display, because I did not recollect the
lady. At least I thought so.
Then she suddenly drew back and said: “In
what way have 1 ohended you, my dear
friend?” Then suddenly her personality
Hashed upon me. She was an American
actress with whom I was very intimate but
she had changed so greatly in five months
tath 1 could not recall her on the spur of
the moment.
I rebuke myself for my forgetfulness and in
vited her to lunch next day. I wanted to
know tne reason for her dreadful change or
appearance.
When she arrived I made her enter my
boudoir, where I embraced her tenderly and
I then learned that she had suffered a great
deal in consequence of unjust things said
..bout her by the newspapers, who had
criticized her at the instigation of a young
actress who was jealous of her. I remained
speechless at the recital of such idiotic futil
ities, but I guessed she must also have an
other reason.
I asked for news of the man to whom she
was engaged to be married. She burst into
tears and 1 pressed her to my heart, thinking
he was dead. “No! No! she said, “he is not
dead; he has lost all his money.”
“What? Is it for this you have changed so
much as to be unrecognizable?
“What? Because a little goose makes an at
tack on your talent and against your per
son, you collapse and have not the energy
to shrug your shoulders and laugh? But I
think you arc silly beyond anything I can
p-» a name tn.
“What? because your fiance loses all his
money you fall to weeping over it? But the
day you heard your poor Dick was ruined you
should have married him if you loved him
still; he. is good, he is handsome, young and
full of intelligence.”
As I feel strongly about things I let myself
indulge in all the reproaches which the weak
ness and cowardice of the young woman stir
red within me. She went away very angry.
So much the worse for her; but I will take
the opportunity of saying this to my young
readers:
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Truth for Authority: no Authority for truth.
—Lucretia Mott.

You should never waste life in futile emo
tions. The secret ot young and health is to
give no more importance to tilings than they
really merit, it one worries over inlies no
room is iett for a rgeat and true sorrow. One
should not love too many people. One ran
have but one great, immense love, whether it
be for a husband or tor a child. Consequent
ly one can iiave but one great and immense
grief, which breaks up all one s lite.
Feople who are martyrs to everytning that
happens become aged before tneir time.
Those who think they are always being per
secuted are cowards.
One must march bravely through life; must
march bravely onward to the grave, which is
open tor us all. One should not fear dif
ficulties; they are always to be overcome.
One should not lose time lamenting. A lost
day will never come back, never, never 1
Every care every grief leaves a line on the
face. It is really too stupid to allow one
self to look old and to get ugly because of
trities.
it is worth while dying for a great passion,
but it is also worth while to live so as to
enjoy the beauty of the sunshine, the splendor
of nature and the achievements of human
genius.
Mmr. Sarah Bernhardt.

SURELY THE TIME WILL COME

Edward Carpenter, one of the Great Philoso
phers of Modern Times, writes of the future
in these terms:
Surely the time will come when humanity
will refuse to be diseased any longer.
This list of filthy and hideous complaints,—
too filthy to be calmly spoken of; these smallpoxes, typhoids, choleras, cancers, tumors,
tubercles,—dropsy, diabetes, uraemia—all pre
ventable and easy enough to prevent.
And yet—incredible though it seems—men
and women still tolerating and condemning
them;
Men and women who pride themselves on
their culture refinement, punctiliousness of
nose, and so forth—and who would turn up
the latter at the sight of a pig and a few
fowls in an Irishman’s cabin—actually tol
erating in their own persons the perpetual
presence of the most disgusting organisms;
And other men and women, through sheer
ignorance, believing such a state of affair to

be necessary.

Surely the time will come when to be dis
eased, to spread disease around one, or
transmit it to descendants,
To live willingly in the conditions that pro
duce disease, or not strenuously to fight
against such conditions,
Will be looked on as a crime— both of the
individual and of society.
For since a little self-control, since a clean
and elementary diet, pure water, openness of
the body to sun and air, a share of honest
work, and some degree of mental peace and
largesse, are the perfectly simple conditious
of health, and are, or ought to be, accessible
to everybody—
To negiect this is sheer treason;
While to surrender them out of fear (should
one stick to them) of being robbed of other
things lar less precious, is to be a fool, as
wen as a coward.
Surely the time will come when people, see
ing how obvious and simple is the problem of
human life,
Will refuse (even at the bidding of the Par
son, the Policeman, Mrs. Grundy, and the
commercial Slave-Drivers and Tax-collectors)
to live the lives of idiots;
Will refuse to do other work than that which
they like, and which they feel to be really
needed ;
Will cease to believe that their own well-be
ing can only be maintained at the cost of the
Fear, Torment and Slaughter of the animals,
and the Hanging and Imprisonment of men:
And will waste the hours no more in elab
orately preparing food which, when prepared,
does but rot the vitals of those who con
sume it, and in schemes of money-making and
‘business’ which but destroy their souls.
The time will come surely when we shall
cease to burden our limbs and becloud our
skins with garments the major part of which
are useless as a breeding ground of illhealth, deformity, and indecency;
Shall cease to build walls and fortifications
of property and possession each round our
selves as against the others—deliberately
confining so and crucifying the great god of
love within us—
And shall at last liberate our minds and
bodies from that funny old lazar-house of the
centuries, of which none but ourselves, after
all, are the warders and gaolers.—Edward
Carpenter.
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There is no darkness but ignorance
—Skaktspeart.

DIVORCE THE SAVIOR OF THE RACE.

Dr. Woods Hutchinson, in an address betore
a three-dajs’ conference in New York on
"Mental Hygiene," said:
“b reedom oi divorce has not gone far enough.
The divorce instead of being ostracized and
regarded with suspicion should be regarded
as the savior of the race.
"While it is true that SO per cent of the in
sanity in this country is hereditary, much is
due to environment, and from figures that 1
have gathered, I know that the strain would
be avoided by the prevention of parenthood
among the mentally unfit.
“If the woman who marries a man that she
later finds is tainted with mental diseases,
she should be allowed to divorce him without
further delay and not be discouraged in her
attempt to prevent her from propagating a
race of imbeciles. Eugenics may some day
play an important part in bringing perfect
children into the world, but I doubt if any
formal laws regulating marriage will ever do
any good.
“1 certainly believe we should have more di
vorces, the churches notwithstanding. There
should be the greatest freedom in the dis
solution of the marriage vows when the
grounds arc legitimate. The public should
most certainly reverse its position towards
the woman who seeks to free herself from an
alliance of this character that will compel
her to bring unfit children into the world.
"Certain diseases and habits should be added
to the code of the States which make grounds
for divorce legitimate, and the woman who
seeks to free herself from the drunkard or
the man who is mentally unfit should
rot be looked upon with suspicion or be
referred to facetiously as the grass widow,
but be publicly commended as the savior of
the race.
“Statistics shows that at present one in every
eight marriages ends in divorce. That is a
source of congratulation, for many business
enterprises cannot boast of as few mistakes.
Jn a study which I have made of 35.GOO cases
in a large American city, I have found that
70 per cent of the divorces had been sougnt
by the wife and all for legitimate causes. In
Chicago I found that the marriages of ten
couples there a few years ago practically
populated three insane asylums. Strange as
this may seem, it is fact, and statistics from
other sources lead me to affirm that divorce
is the best method of preventing the propar.ition of the unfit.”

UNDER THE REDWOODS.
July io.—California would not be stub
born when all her sisters have been
showing what they could do in way oi
climatic variety, and as they have had
unusual weather she has given us the
hottest June for twenty-five years. And
what is still more remarkable we have
had showers in both June and July—
just enough to show that she could, if
she would, have a wet summer. That
set us thinking and to scientific specula
tion. WHY? The eternal question
that has led and will still lead Man into
the secrets of that Universal Life of
which he, like the weather, is but a
manifestation. All that Life can do,
Man can. So out of my thought comes
logically the Affirmations: — Man is
Universal Life. He is conscious of his
power. When he becomes fully con
scious he will control the weather. He
has time enough to reach this. He has
all eternity.
Where he controls the fall of the water
in its way to the ocean he has in the
desert, supply. The old prophecy “The
desert shall blossom like the rose’’ is al
ready fulfilled. I prophesy for the Com
ing Man as the Hebrew prophet did for
the present Man. It takes no superna
tural power to do this now and did not
then.
We have a larger variety of birds and
more of the old varieties than any sum
mer we have passed under the Grove.
The dry season has given the insects
conditions for propagating, and where
food is plentiful, birds come.
Precious little workmen working un
consciously for good of Man as all
things work. They are only following
the law of self-protection and feeding
themselves and their young. Glad am
I to see the widening of the FEELING
that birds must be protected. Congress
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Trust thyself! Every heart
Vibrates to that Iron string.
—Emerson.

WILL pass the proposed bills protecting
them, as far is an interstate and import
ing laws can do it. Each state will
have to do the same or pay billions
more than they now are for artificial
means of insect destruction. While we
cannot depend upon birds in exceptional
seasons of insect raids to free us of the
pests we can depend upon them in ordi
nary seasons, and they help very mate
rially in other years.
July 15.—Watching the birds in the gar
den picking insects and seeds, making
no difference between the forms of lite
they devoured, each following the hered
itary tendencies in him for that food his
ancestors had used and which the Law
of Adaptation had become now nature,
I fell to musing again upon the topic of
food. What shall I eat? Then to the
deeper question—Why do I eat? Then
comes the question, What decides my
choice of food?
While the food of bird and beast is
largely determined by habitat and hered
itary taste, still herbiferous animals
have been trained to eat meat, and car
nivorous animals have been maintained
upon vegetables. As I followed the
chain of life, from the meat-eating plant
to animal, and there found all species
feeding upon each other, I wondered if
Man was not an expression of ALL the
traits the ONE had evolved into ex
pression in Itself through all these
forms. Since the One found it neces
sary to fully express Itself in them all,
if I as the One—I as Man, as the Race
—must not express myself through ev
ery form of food and supply. The
more I reasoned the more did I feel
that from seed and insect, and reptile,
up to ox and bird, the race must feed.
And passing through, as a race, these
grades of food, he developtd his indi
viduality of choice through taste. He
would at last eat that which pleased him

best. Finally I settled upon this con
viction—Man is the last and the high
est form of Expression of the One in
organism visible to the sense-life.
Through all forms below Man It has
learned what Jt needs; now AS Man
It has power of choice. Since ALL the
lower forms are mine to use, I must
decide for myself and from need, what
food to choose, from weed up to
«.range and from insect to ox. I am
Ruler. I am to choose as I will. Any
limitation placed upon my choice, any
telling me what not to choose, or what
I should choose, is an unwarranted in
terference with mv liberty and with mv
individuality. I AM AS CONSCIOUS
MIND—As CONSCIOUS LAW — a
Law unto myself. I am true to myself.
I must experiment and choose. Since
I am an individual I must necessarily
find in some varieties of food satisfac
tion, that others do not find. That I
am not cannibal, that I do not eat dogs,
snakes and lizzards, is because I have
not been raised to this. But that does
not make it wrong for those who do so
eat.
I realize every day and never more so
that as I am now following my choice,
the tyranny of others over the individ
ual. a tyranny which begins in dove and
ends in fear. Begins when I am inca
pable of deciding and never ceases till
I am again incapable. Meddling under
the plea of love, “for my good,’’ is the
worst of tyranny. The other excuses
for meddling, “It is wrong,” It hurts
somebody or someething, makes people
slave or feel bad, etc., etc. Then I am
told to follow my own desires is
dangerous. The Soul cannot be trusted.
The Current does not know its way.
God in me has not a consciousness of
what It wants, etc., etc.
By w’hat authority do they speak? Am
I not also Man? Have I not an equal
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1 thank whatever gods may be
For my unconquerable Soul.
-W.C.Htnlty.

right to dictate? Will they let me dic
tate for them. It is a characteristic of
■•Reformers” ( ?) and many who pride
themselves upon being “liberal” (?)
that their reform consists not in reform
ing themselves but in reforming others.
Liberty for them means the right to do as
I choose and to bring you to do as 1
chose.
NOW and its editor have no such ideas.
Reform begins and ends in me. Liberty
begins where my neighbor’s ends, and
ends where I again touch his. I cannot
tell myself what to do tomorrow. I have
no right to even wish any detail for my
neighbor. I can wish that all other peo
ple shall be happy, healthful and pros
perous, but I have no ethical right to
even wish the methods they shall use to
attain any of these. I have no right to
say:—"I wish John would do, or not
do, any thing!” I have the right to
wish that John will follow his own de
sires according to his own developed
reason and conscience. This is minding
my own business and doing, I believe,
the Father's will.
July 2t.—Yesterday I spoke in the
Grove upon the “The influence of city
and country life upon the individual”
anil asked the question—“What will be
the results upon man spiritually, and
that is religiously, of this great tend
ency to rush into cities. Will art, poe
try, prophecy, insight, inspiration and
other higher expressions of soul, be
stifled by the massing of men? Did ever
a prophet or a great poet or artist come
from the city?’ Since I have studied,
I realize that most of the successful
statesmen, inventors and business men
were country born and largely country
bred. Beecher said, “The country is
the brood-home of the city!”
It seems that Nature is a necessary
stimulant to awaken the Soul into its in

dividual expression, and to bring out the
best in man. To me Nature is a neces
sity. I tell in cities what I learn amid
Nature s haunts. But were I cramped
continually inside streets and buildings,
1 would wither it seems to me.
1 want the unfenced dome and the
broad earth, the unconventional woods,
the untamed birds, the wild flowers, anil
winding streams, to inspire me to
through my LOVE for them.
Col. Ingersol has this passage:—
In the country is the ideal of home. There you
can see the rising and the setting sun; you
become acquainted with stars and clouds. The
constellations become your friends. You hear
the rain on the roof and listen to the rhythmic
signing of the winds. Every field is a picture;
every landscape a poem; every flower a ten
der thought, and every forest a fairyland. In
the country you preserve your identity....
your personality. There you are aggregation
of atoms, but in the city only an atom of an
aggregation. In the country you keep your
cheek close to the breast of Nature. You are
calmed an denobled by spate, by the amplitude
and scope of earth and sky—by the constancy
of the stars.

Emerson, who has said all that needs
be said upon any question of human con
duct and life, said 6o years ago what I
have felt. There were no large cities at
the time he said it, though he lived in
Boston he would ramble outside that lit
tle city to the woods and fields. “Good
Bye, Proud World” was written in
fields now a park and surrounded by
the large and busy city.
“In our large cities, the population is
godless, materialized—no bond, no fel
low-feeling, no enthusiasm. These are
not men, but hunger, thirsts, fevers,
and appetites, walking. How it is that
people manage to live so aimless as they
arc? . . . We spend for incomes,
for paint, and paper, and for a hundred
trifles, I know not what and not for the
things of a man ? It is not the intellect,
—Continued on page ’43
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All outward wisdom yields to that within**
Whereto no creed nor cannon holds the key.
—Bayard Taylor.
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Classes go on “under the Redwoods.”
I have never had so clear a vision nor
more appreciative listeners. We arc
coming to KNOW Truth and more than
ever to realize that TRUTH DOES
PREVAIL.
•

•

•

The Sunday evenings of September
Mr. Brown will lecture in his parlor*.
589 Haight St., San Francisco. He will
be at the same place part of each week
for private work in giving Advice, In
struction, Private Lessons and Treat
ments for all sorts of human ills.
Look under “Lectures” in Sunday's
Examiner for dates and themes.

My. Brown's Private Lessons are price
less as he perceives Motives and Caus
es from the Soul Side.

• • «
“Eugenics” and "Social Hygiene” are
now the absorbing questions. Consult
him upon these subjects. His Lessons
will prove of great personal benefit.
Come either in person or by letter.
Phone for dates for private consulta
tion.

* * *

Aug. 8.—A woodpecker tapped upon a
dead limb far above us this A. M. and
said to the worms within the hollow
branch, “Come out here!” And curios
ity caused the inmates to come out for
the visitor’s dinner. Why was not some
vegetarian squirrel present to warn the
worms? Guess it is but a link in the
chain of life that had to be, that I might
be.
»

♦

♦

The Secretary of the Detroit, Mich.,
“Metaphysical Alliance” writes NOW
“that this is the new name of the Alli
ance. It was formerly “New Thought
Alliance.” There is a “New Thougnt
Church” in Detroit that is virtually a
Spiritualist Body. These names have
caused
confusion.
The
Secretary
writes :—“We stand for freedom of
thought and action; breadth of view’,
and inclusiveness. We welcome to our
hall all who feel that they have a mes
sage to give from our center. Our
work is going forward most satisfac
torily. We are doing more and more
with each succeeding week. New mem
bers are coming in even through the socalled dull summer months and a won
derful enthusiasm prevails.” While on
my eastern tour I was several times en
gaged by this Alliance and found no
where a better reception. I certainly
rejoice over this report.
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Whene’er I meet my sailing peers,
“ALL’S WELL" I to their hail reply.
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—Edith M. Thomas.

Guests ail happy to be where there is
cool shade during tiie hot weather. We
thought of you who were in hot, thun
der and hail belt and sent you tne best
thoughts ot Peace, 1'rotcction and Pow
er. when we have Government K. K.»
and tares fixed as postage rates you can
all come and enjoy a row wce^s with
us. We could not have you all at once.
*

♦

*

Remember:—all who subscribe for cur
Bonds can turn them in as part or full
payment upon a lot when we lay them
out. lhe nnest site for suburban homes
within one hundred miles of San bran
cisco. A friend arrived here a few days
ago that had been, with his auto, all
about the country and he says, "No
place as beautiful as this." If you have
not the Prospectus, send for one.
*

*

*

The deeper one drinks at the fountain of life,
the sweeter it becomes, and by persistent
seeking man may find the golden stairs up the
steps of which the learner may ascend to the
temple of Divine wisdom.—5. .4. ki'clbner.
Any legislation that would take from people
the legal right to employ the successful prac
titioners is immoral legislation legislation
and cannot fail to bring laws into public con
tempt.—Medical Freedom.
So is any legislation seeking to regulate the
private conduct or dress of individuals. Most
legislation is immoral because it interferes
with personal liberty.
•

*

•

“It is about a month since your letter
of advice came. I am feeling much
stronger and much less pain. Still
some nervous but gaining all the time.
So many thanks. I know the end is
good.”—.S’. 7--------- , Iowa.
“What you wrote in vour letter of ad
vice a year a^o relative to a journey has
come true, therefore I am anxious to
rct' rn East. — A/m A. A. U----------- ,
Mass.

In Dollars Want Me,” Henry Harrison
Brown has given some practical and ex
cellent suggestions for the needed work
of making material things subject to
Desire and Will. He shows how to
make the dollar the slave instead of as
now file master of man.—A. J. Mcivor
Tyndall.

•

*

*

1 consider Henry Harrison Brown the
most scientific teacher of New Thought
I have ever had any experience with.
His lessons in "Psychometry” are grand
and comprehensive. I cheerfully rec
ommend his teaching to all who are in
want of food for the soul. — W. H.
B----------- , M. D., Boston, Mass.

* * *
An overlooked item from The IForId’s Ad
vanced Thought for 1912.
Rev. Henry Harrison Brown, the editor of
“NOW,” Glenwood, Calif., has been several
weeks in this city teaching classes in the New
Thought with much success. He also lectur
ed in the Women of Woodcraft hall—one of
the largest halls in this city—and it was
crowded to its utmost capacity. His lecture,
Sunday evening, Nov. 7th, on “The Law of
Psychic Phenomena,” was very tine, and it
attracted great attention, as it was called out
by the occult phenomena that occurred in the
Sanders’ home in this city, a week previous.
Rev. Brown was fortunate in being able to
take the place of Rev. Henry Morgan during
the time he was here.
* * *
WHO WALK8 THE WORLD WITH 80UL
AWAKE
Who walks the world with soul awake
Finds beauty everywhere;
Though labor be his portion,
Though sorrow be his share,
He looks beyond obscuring clouds,
Sure that the light is there!

And if, the ills of mortal life
Grown heavier to bear,
Dor-lit come with its perplexities
And whinner of despair.
He turns with love to suffering men—
'.•ad lot God. too.isthere.
Florence Barle Coates in the Outlook.
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Obstruction is but virtue's foil,
The stream impeded has a song
—Ingtrtoll.

TWO ENGLISH NOTICE8 OF “SUCCESS’'
A correspondent sends the following from
an English paper:
8uccom: How Won Through Affirmation,
by Henry Harrison Brown. Of this we fear
we can only say that it makes up in capital
letters for lack of capital in ideas, and it in
traduces a good deal of optimistic verse from
popular American poets and poetesses.
Light, published in London Journal, says.
Ife we do not succeed in life it will not be for
want of guides and manuals. Here is an
other: “Success, and How it is Won through
Affirmation,” by Henry Harrison Brown. Mr.
Brown is an American author, and announces
in his preface that he has corrected the
errors in the American edition and the book
is now "in its perfect form.” After which we
read that, until it is demonstrated, a theory is
“to be held tcutivcly.’’ However, we read the
word as "tentatively',” and, passing on, find
some useful teaching, although the phrasing is
rather too much of the staccato order. He
preaches Affirmation, (or auto-suggestion.).
Concentration and Relaxation, the latter an
item of mental training which stands in need
of emphasising. As he well observes, certain
forms of recreation arc only a change in con
centration—are only a change in mental ten
sion, and not a lettig go of the tension.
There is a valuable hint there. Many of us
need to be taught the real meaning of rest
and leisure. If we smiled over the “affirma
tion” ; “I do not need a dollar, Dollars want
me,” it was with tolerance. Dollars bulk very
largely in our modern word, and are not to
be ignored. Even Love, as a cynic pointed
out, ought nowadays to be spelt Eove! The
book has its limitations, but it is not wanting
in usefulness, and it has a quite contagious
vigor and buoyancy.

It is but a fact that critics like all the
rest of mankind are more prone to find
something to find fault with than they
are to find something to praise. The
word here criticised “tcntively-’ which
the reviewer respells tentatively. I find
in my Standard is correctly spelled to
convey the idea I desired. It is not a
common form today. "With attention.-’
So I would have all my statements held,
until they are proven truth or error.
“Rather too much of the staccato order I

Here is noticed the distinguishing fea
ture of my books. Other authors seem
to have in mind a “please” or an “if.”
Weak expressions induce the same con
dition in the reader. It is time for
Truth to be proclaimed with positive
ness. "Nerve us with incessant affirma
tives!-' is our maxim and up to that we
live. I wish to inspire courage and
nerve to action. It can be done in no
other way but by being myself positive.
1 thank the reviewer for discovering this
in his criticism. I hope that this feature
of my books and magazines will attract
the attention of those who need nerving.
igkt
L.
is a well edited Spiritualist Jour
nal and would the editor speak, and his
confreres also with more positiveness,
and less hesitancy, the world would
hear of them, and know more of the
Truth they stand for. Luther, Knox,
Wesley, and thousands of others that
have mecn heard were staccato men.
If I can stop one heart from breaking,
I shall not live in vain;
If I can ease one life the aching,
Or cool one pain.
Or help one fainting robin unto his nest again,
I shall not live in vain.
—Emily Dickinson.

Go on with your work and be strong,
Halting not in your ways,
Balking the end half won
For an instant dole of praise.
Stand to your work and be wise.
Certain of sword and pen,
You are neither children nor gods.
But men in a world of men.
—Rudyard Kipling.
Sometimes I do not care to tell a man to his
face what I think of him or his work. I pre
fer to think it. But you and your magazine
and your principles will ever have my best
thought and effort.—E. IV........ Oakland, Calif.
A correspondent orders “Dollars Want Me”
in this way... .“Kindly send the Book on
'How to make money come easy!’”
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grateful.take the good I find
I,
The best of now and here.

—Continued from page »39

not the heart, not beauty, not worship
that costs so much. Why need any man
be rich?”
July 26.—Lying in my hammock for my
after dinner siesta, musing upon the
many pleasant occasions that we have
had in the grove during the now nintli
summers we have been here, 1 recalled
the fact that once we had a christening.
I improvised a service and all felt that
it was a season of outpouring of Divine
Love. Feeling that it would please
New Thought people and help the fu
ture observance of the sacred rite of
D children to Truth and Love, I
I up my notes, and place them
among these Redwood Musings.
Ceremony at the Christening of a Child
Under the Redwoods.
Little Child, We have brought you here, that
we may, in our love and thought, consecrate
your life to Love and Truth and dedicate, as
far as we may, thy life to a noble manhood.
We have come to this grove that these trees
so tall and stately may be a symbol of that
uprightness of character and that stability in
principle we wish for thee.
This grove, unique among the groves of
earth, is a fit emblem of that Home in which
you have been nurtured. Outside this coasi,
earth has no grove like it, and there is beside
no Home like this. From its influence hence
forth you can never stray, for we pledge our
selves in this service, ever, in our thought
to hover over you in love. You are ours and
"NOW” Folk influence will ever be about
you a protecting power.
(Taking a cup of pure water the service con
tinued:) This water is the universal solvent.
Ail mineral elements it holds in solution. It
is to us the symbol of Truth, the universal
solvent of Life. As I touch thy forehead
with a drop 1 dedicate thy lite to Truth. Be
ever ready to follow where it leads; to act
as you feel is right. _ As water carries away
all earth’s debris in its flow, so Truth will
clear the stream of thy life of errors, mis
takes, and falseness. Trust it, as these trees
trust sun. soil, and air, to bring their needed
svnply. (Takin" from the stand a faintly tint
ed rosebud and a lily it was said:) These
fl-'wers in their fragrance beauty and promise.
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are symbols of Love. Love is the power that
overcomes all obstacles in your life, even as
these trees have overcome the conditions that
surround them from seed to bloom. “Love is
the fulfilling of the Law 1” “Love is the reward
of all conduct; is the bond of society, the
state and the home. Love is the condition
within the breast that denotes that the king
dom of heaven there is realized.
In love you were conceived! in Love you
were born! From Love you come! In Love
you have been nurtured. Now through Love
you arc to be cared for through life.
As I place these emblems of Universal Love
in your hand 1 dedicate you to that Univer
sal Love, which knoweth not race, clime or
condition. Call every man thy brother! Give
freely of. thy Love, as these flowers give their
fragrance and their beauty, then shalt thou
ever possess God’s best gift, the gift we now
decree for thee.. Peace! That Peace which is
the sign that the kingdom of God within thee,
as Soul in thee is realized. To this Peace
through Love and Truth we dedicate thee!
Amen!”

Aug. 5.—Musing in the Grove this af
ternoon over the MSS. for Sept. NOW,
over my class work, I thought, "What
would I do had I not these channels of
expression?" At times even with these
outlets I feel as if I had on an iron vest
that would not let me be what I desired
to be, to say what there was to say and
to do what I had to do! But what is it ?
I can only know when I do it! When
I express it or better in despite of the
repression It expresses Itself. And I
unconsciously spoke aloud, “Invent a
way!" “Ill find a way or make one!”
is the motto on the crest of the Prince
of Wales. It is the motto of every true
man. Repressed in any one direction
he either unconsciously breaks all fet
ters and runs to ill conditions or he con
sciously makes a way. One of New
York City’s most noted physicians said
twenty years ago to a friend of mine.
“I see on the streets every day men who
for want of sex expression will bring
up in Sing Sing!” Because with strong
affection they had no outlet they would
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1 am not fighting my fight:
1 am singing my song.
—Archit L. Bitch-

find a way through drink, brawls, se
duction or burglary. Love conditions
repressed under the conditions of today
will produce outlets and hurt not only
the man but society. Create higher
Ideals and there will be more normal ex
pression. Men wanting the expression
of companionship will obey the impulses
and find a way. Right social, economic
and civic conditions will give ways of
legitimate expression to every person.
But these conditions will never come
under the old ideal. New Thought
Ideals are the Race Salvation. 0, how
easy to be happy through expression!
There is no other way. It is sought in
excitement sought . . . from an excitant
from without. But it never comes so.
It flows outward from within; it is a
giving forth. A pressing out of the joy
within is the only way. We have ex
pression. Why not find some new way to
give out. Theatres, dance, games are in
their place good; but the danger is that
they encroach upon life and become an
excitant, an intoxicant, and not a means
of expression. Here each gives. God
always fills every vacuum so made with
joy. No theatre ever was so beautiful
as these redwoods, madronas, bays, ald
ers, maples and sycamores lit up by the
morning sun and echoing with songs,
music and laughter, while the wind
murmured through them all. How many
of you will join us for one next season r
What a jolly time if all NOW readers
were Under the Redwoods.
Just where you stand in the conflict,
There is your place!
Just where you think you are useless,
Hide not your face.
God placed you there for a purpose,
Whate’er it may be;
Think He has chosen you for it.
Then walk loyally.

THE WORLD 18 NOT YET A STOCK1
FARM

In the course of a lecture at the University
summer school, the other day, Dr. Maximil
ian Grosmann told the students that he be
lieved love to be a better guide than scientific
selection in choosing a mate.
That there is a foundation of good sense in
eugenics goes without saying. But the most
sensible theory may be pressed to ridiculous
extremes. Marriages are not merely breed
ing experiments. Men and women will never
consent to be mated as if the world were a
demonstration stock farm. The true marriage
is a union of affection—a happy comradeship
of two congenial chums. Either party to the
contract may lack physical perfection and
both be entirely content.
Milton was blind, Pope a hunchback, William
of Orange an asthmatic and dyepeptic, Heine
a lifelong invalid, Stevenson a consumptive.
The world could spare a million physically
perfect athletes much better than it could
spare the immortal works dedicated by those
sick and crippled sons of genius to the hap
piness and gain of the ages.—San Etancisco
Examiner.

“Build your ideals of Principles and let
God attend to the details,” I wrote once
for NOW. This advice I finl well to
keep before myself. I would like NOW
to get into the mail early in the month.
Not later than the first week. But
something happens. Printers always
have an excuse for delay. Now that wc
have our press I thought there would be
no delay for which.we were responsible.
Lo! the press breaks. We take it to
Santa Cruz. Two days lost. It works
a while and the opposite side breaks.
Another trip to Santa Cruz and this
time a week delay. Therefore August
issue was very late. But NOW is not a
mere ephemeral publication. Jt is as
fresh when ten years old as when jiut
off the press. I pick up the early vol
umes and like Goldsmith’s Schoolmaster
I wonder that “one small read could hold
so much.”
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THE
BOOKS THAT
ARE BOOKS Dr. C. O. Sahler
Mr. Brown’s books advertised on last
page of the cover. Among all New
Thought writers these are the most free
from any ambiguity, mysticism, or the
ological fancies. Simple, plain, scien
tific, and written in every day language
and above all, are practical. NOW
readers can do no more good to their
friends and in no better way, and help
the spread of Truth, than by encourag
ing their circulation. To those who will
buy them in quantities of five or more a
reduction will be made. Do not fail to
study the notices of them and the ad
vertisements in NOW. These books are
cheap, and of the best only.

Leaves of Grass
BY

Walt Whitman
This is one of the books you should
know. It’s poetry—but you’ll be inter
ested just the same. I will mail it to
you for 65 cents.
T will get you any new thought book
you want at the best price.
If you desire to read along certain lines
and want a list of books recommended,
I will furnish the list gratis.
Send me your orders for books.

FOULDS

Book Man

GLENWOOD. CALIFORNIA.

Sanitarium

For the treatment of Mental, Nervous
and Functional Disorders. This is the
only institution of its kind in America,
established upon the PSYCHOLOGI
CAL METHOD OF TREATMENT.
The latest addition to the institution is
a large stone building, called “The
House of Tech.”, in which are located
the Sanitarium workshops for mental
training and diversion. This, with the
Lecture Hall, for entertainments and
gymnasium work, and the out-door
games, gives abundant recreation. The
Sanitarium has none of the institutional
features whatever, it reminds one ot a
large inn. Most interesting literature,
concerning Dr. Sahler, the Psycho-Ther
apeutist and Psycho-Telepathist, will be
furnished gratuitously to any one writ
ing for the same.

The Dr. C. 0. Sahler
Sanitarium
KINGSTON-ON-HUDSON, NEW YORK
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ABSENT TREATMENTS
WITH LETTERS OF INSTRUCTION
Do you need ASSISTANCE of any kind? Are you ill in body,
mind or estate? Do you desire personal instruction in regard to the
laws of health ? In the correction of bad habits ? In the awakening of
dormant faculties? Or in the development of self-control? If so,
write me.
For these, or any other undesirable conditions you desire to
OUTGROW, I can help you. I have had over thirty-five years’
experience in this line of work, and am well qualified to render you val
uable assistance.
A letter telling, in outline only, your trouble, and enclosing $5.00,
will pay for one month’s advice and TREATMENT. I will write
you a letter of directions suited to your particular case, together with
such other advice, information and literature as I feel you need. Be
sides these, I will treat you daily by telepathy. For $10 a month you
can have a letter each week. No chronic cases taken for less than
three months.
You are to report monthly. Thus you will come into close rela
tion with me. My letters will contain invaluable information and
will give the KEY to the CAUSE of your troubles, and help you to
remove them.
Send money by registered letter, money order or bank check.
Address :

HENRY HARRISON BROWN
BOX X, GLENWOOD, CAL.

Life Readings By Psychometry
Psychometry is Soul-Reading, not fortune-telling. It covers all
the psychic phenomena usually included under the terms Clairvoyance,
Inspiration. Healing. Prophecy, F.tc. It is the art of reading from the
radiations each person sends out from himself. I am thus put into
conscious relations with the Soul, or. as it now popular to call it, with
the Subconscious life. Each letter. $2.00.

♦ * *

ADVICE IN BUSINESS
or on matters of life, and in development of any psychic phase will be
given. I have bail twenty-five years’ experience in this work, have
never failed to rend correctly. I am the most practical of advisers.
I point out the possibilities of the individual from the soul-side and
reveal the errors in the thought-life. These readings are priceless to
the recipient. Hundreds have testified to this fact. Write a short
letter as to a friend, giving outlines only of the desire, and enclose
$2.00, and a reply will be sent at once.
Address:

HENRY HARRISON BROWN
BOX X, GLENWOOD, CAL.
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lake 1 Vinter Vacation and Come and Best Irani’ the Redwoods
IN THE SANTA CRUZ MOUNTAINS AT

••NOW” FOLK MOUNTAIN HOME
THREE MILES FROM GLENWOOD, CALIFORNIA
where California’« finest combination of Climate, Scenery, Beauty, Flora and
Comfort is found.

THE HOME IS OPEN FOR GUESTS THE YEAR ROUND

Good country accommodations; hotels, cottages or tents; pure spring water; beau
tiful rambles, and unsurpassed groves fot loafing places. A fine winter climate.
THE MOUNTAIN HOME is also a Rest Home for those needing help. Mr. Foulds,
and Miss Leona B. Chappel, Mental Healers, will give mental treatments for all
disorders that the medical fraternity call non-contagious.
WRITE FOR INFORMATION AND RATES AT ONCE
SAM EXTON FOULDS, Manager, GLENWOOD, SANTA CRUZ MTS., CALIF.

Residence: Everett Apts. Phone Marshall962
Office Phone Main 4713

Health is Your Birthright

THADDENS M. MINARD

Hanly Institute and
Rest Home

DIVINE TRUTH HEALER and TEACHER
Office 64-65 8elllng-Hlr«ch Bldg.,
Portland, Oregon

Office Hours 9:30 a. m. to 5 p. m.
Services every Sunday, 11 a. m.; Thursdays,
8 p. m.

A New Idea
A “Healing Treatment’’ in rhyme, by
Henry Harrison Brown.
It is positively exquisite in expression,
and profound in philosophy. One card
will be mailed to any address for fave
cents. Three copies will be sent to one
address for ten cents. Seven will be
sent for 25 cents to one address. It is
a most excellent missionary card tor
you to order sent to your friends. Or
der from this office.

STUDY EMERSON
LEARN THE WHOLE TRUTH
LET U8 HELP YOU

THE EMERSON LIBRARY CO.
"Emerson books and everything In
magazines."
P. O. BOX 2058
SPOKANE, WA8H.

STOP WORKING Tl".

labours that will make
you independent for life. Sixteenth Annual Catalogue sent
Prepaid. Address Dept. N.W. Weltmor lattitut«, Nevada, Mo.

Mary Jane Hanly, Proprietor
(Reg. British Graduate Nurse)
For the Care of Those Nervously and
Physically Exhausted
Modern Treatment, Including Mas
sage and Experienced Trained Nur
sing, with Comfortable Rooms and
Good Board.
Aiso for Medical and Surgical
Patiente.
Cliff Drive, Ocean Pront,
8ANTA CRUZ, CALIF.

MARY JANE HANLY
REG. BRITISH GRADUATE NUR8E

N. B.
A'Oil7 is a good time to spend a few
weeks or a month at “NOW” Home.
The Fall and Winter are beautiful here.

Just drop a card to
SAM E. FOULDS,
Glenwood, Calif.
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Publications of San Francisco

Vedanta Society
(1)

(2)

(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

“VOICE OF FREEDOM,” an invalu
able monthly magazine, by Swamis of
India. It is an organ of all thoughts and
culture of higher order, ancient and
modem, for all practical purposes. $1.50
a year.
“THE GOSPEL OF SRI RAMA
KRISHNA,” the most marvelous book
of the century. A sure guide to all men
and women in their higher life. Paper,
$1.25; cloth,$1.75; leather, $4.00; postage,
etc., 15 cents extra.
“VEDANTA,” 10c., postage, etc., 2c.
“HEALTH,” 15c., postage, etc., 2c.
“ESSENTIAL DOCTRINES OF HIN
DUISM,” 15c., postage, etc., 2c.
“THE ORIGINAL PICTURE OF
JESUS CHRIST, in Yoga posture, of
various sizes. Prices ranging from 25c.
to 75c., postage, etc., 15c. extra.
ADDRESS:

SAVE MONEY
ON YOUR
PRINTING
To induce you to give our Printing a
trial we make you the following liberal
offer.

We will print for you 100 Note Heads,
100 white Envelopes and 100 Bill Heads,
sent postpaid for $1.00, cash with order.
These prices call for good printing and
good stock. Let us quote you prices on any
printing you may desire. We make a spe
cialty of printing Amateur Papers.
Reference:—The Bank of Appomattox,
Va..

The Hindu Temple

J. R. MEADOW,

2963 Webster Street, San Francisco, Cal.

APPOMATTOX, VA.
MISS LEONA B. CHAPPELL

Williamson
& Garrett
(incorporated)

Grocers

Healer and Teacher of Mental Boience

Treatments by Correspondence.
Address:
Glenwood, California.

FREE

A Valuable Seif«Ho*lin< Lomou,

formerly sold for50c, will be sent
FREE to all who send stamped envelopes.
Address Editor “Occult Truth Seeker/’

Box 77, Ruskin, Florid*.

SPECIAL HEALING
Special meetings are held by “NOW
Folk Members to give treatments for

TELEPHONE MAIN SEVEN

health and success. If you desire to be
held in mind at these meetings just send

a letter with one dollar for a month’s
10, 12, 14, 16 PACIFIC AVENUE,

SANTA CRUZ, CAL.

treatment.

Address “NOW Folk,
Glenwood, Calif.
Digitized by

Read carefully advertisement of

Now Folk Mountain
«¿t at
Home
And remember it is open all the
year. Now is a fine season to
rest there.

NO BOOK IS MORE NEEDED BY
THE MASSES TODAY THAN

men and women to insanity, disease and crime. There is no truth in
them. No power in any will over another. No thought can affect us but
our own and those in harmony with us. Malicious magnetism is a
relic of the belief in witchcraft. It has no place in the intelligence of
today. To prove this I wrote this book. Every reader of NOW has
friends who need it. No greater boon can come to one so misled than
this book. I wrote it for them. I’ll send it with a lithograph of myself
for 25c to any address.
HENBY HARBISON BBOWN, GLENWOOD, CAIIFOBNIA.
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"NOW”PUBLICATIONS
Not Hypnotism but Suggestion

Dollar* Want Mei

By Henry Harrison Brown; pp., 6f>;
3d edition; paper, 25c. In this brxik
the important Law of Suggestion is
further evolved, and the phenomena of
Hypnotism explained.

The New Road to Opulence, by Henry
Harrison Brown; pp., 24; 10c. It ex
plains just what mental attitude to
hold that will draw the Dollar. It will
enable you to rise above the drudgery
of enforced labor. A powerful book
let.

Grant Wallace, in some valuable editorials
which he wrote for the Bulletin of this city,
twice referred to it as a very valuable little
book, recommending it as a textbook on
Suggestion.
Concentration—The Road to Success

128 pages; finely bound in cloth, $1.00.
Paper covers, 50 cents. Sent post free
on receipt of price.
This is Mr. Brown’s latest book, pub
lished in 1907 and is in its 2d edition.
It grew out of his various lines of
work. Questions thus received, pro
pounded by student and patient, by let
ter and in class, have been for 30 years
answered until out of these answers
and the growing necessity for this
knowledge among the awakening
masses, this book was compelled to
be, as Supply in answer to Demand.
It grew.
8elf Healing Through Suggestion

Mr. Brown’s latest book; 25c. The
title tells you exactly what the book is.
Plain, beautiful, helpful, artistic, pow
erful.
I want to thank you for the sunny vitalizing
radiation of your book.—Lillian Whiting, in
private letter to author.

O Hashnu Hara, editor Wings of Truth, Lon
don, England, writes: “This new law has
given me strength and power such as few
could easily rea lize.’

How to Control Fate Through Suggestion

By Henry Harrison Brown; pp., 62;
3d edition; paper, 25c. In Part I it
deals with the Science and Philosophy
of Life; in Part II with the Place and
Power of Suggestion.
Ella Wheeler Wilcox in the Hearst news
papers says: “It is worth many dollars to
anyone who will live its philosophy.”
Man’s Greatest Discovery

By Henry Harrison Brown; pp., 60;
3d edition; paper, 25c. Six Soul Cul
ture Essays on THOUGHT AS
POWER, Thought Transference and
Telepathy. A thought-provoking book.
Dr. Alex. J. Mclvor-Tyndall, who is without
a doubt the greatest demonstrator of thought
reading, says: “I would like to recommend
it to every person who can read. It is sim
ple, concise, convincing. No one, perhaps,
knows better than I that what you state in its
pages is. as you say, ‘man’s greatest discov
ery.’ There is no doubt that Thought is
Force capable of acomplishing what we will.”

“NOW” FOLK
Glenwood, Calif.
HENRY HARRISON BROWN
589 Haight Street
- San Francisco, Cal
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